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Cover: Elliston Salvation Army Citadel Registered Heritage Structure, Elliston, was restored 
over several years with support from Heritage NL. Staff performed in-depth research 
following designation to help guide the restoration process.
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A Message
From the Chair

as chair of the Board at Heritage nL, it is my privilege to present the annual report for 2019-
20. Heritage nL has responsibility to provide leadership and stewardship for the rich and 
diverse cultural heritage of newfoundland and Labrador. our unique built heritage resources 
and our strong intangible cultural Heritage is not only a source of great pride but is also a key 
foundation of a sustainable economic base for our Province. in 2018, the Heritage foundation 
board approved the change of its name to Heritage nL as part of its brand refresh. the legal 
name of the foundation remains the Heritage foundation of newfoundland and Labrador.

We are mandated to not only support the protection and safeguarding of our heritage assets 
but to adapt and present places, stories, and traditions for all to enjoy, today and going into 
the future. Using our financial resources wisely, we have been able to accomplish a very 
significant level of community engagement and have mobilized the creative energy and 
knowledge of a wide range of citizens including youth, seniors and community leaders to help 
us deliver on our mandate.

We are indebted to the committed, professional staff of Heritage nL and the large number of 
property owners and volunteers in every part of the Province who are dedicated to ensuring 
that the rich culture and heritage of newfoundland and Labrador are managed with care and 
pride, ensuring their survival for the benefit of future generations.

this report is submitted in accordance with the obligation as a category 3 entity under the 
transparency and Accountability Act of the government of newfoundland and Labrador and 
was prepared under the direction of the Board which is accountable for the results reported.

sincerely, 

dave Lough 
chair
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Overview
Vision
the vision of the Heritage nL is of a province that is aware of and values its unique 
heritage and which protects and safeguards its historic places and its intangible 
cultural heritage for the benefit of its residents and future generations.

Mission
Heritage nL supports the province’s heritage in a number of ways: a) by raising 
awareness of and commemorating its built heritage, its history and, its intangible 
cultural Heritage; by supporting the preservation of its built heritage and historic 
places though funding programs and the provision of technical assistance and; by 
safeguarding its intangible cultural Heritage through a variety of initiatives that 
document, transmit and celebrate it.

Background
Heritage nL, formerly known as the Heritage foundation of newfoundland and 
Labrador, is a crown agency established under Part iV, sections 19-29 of the Historic 
resources act and operates under a Board of directors appointed by the Lieutenant-
governor in council. the Board of directors is presently composed of eight members: 
chairperson, Vice-chairperson, government representative and several Board 
members. It operates with five permanent staff comprising an Executive Director, 
Accountant (part-time), two Heritage Development Officers and an Intangible 
Cultural Heritage (ICH) Development Officer. In addition, the Heritage NL employs 
summer students and interns on a regular basis.

the annual budget of Heritage nL is $677,926. a detailed breakdown of the 2019-20 
audited financial information is found in the Financial Statements.

Board of Directors
at the end of this reporting period, March 31, 2020 the board consisted of the 
following members:

chairperson  dave Lough, st. John’s 
Vice chair   Lloyd kane, cupids 
treasurer  sarah Wade, st. John’s 
secretary  Jim Miller, trinity 
Members  Lisa daly, st. John’s 
   Philip Wood, Bay roberts 
   Elizabeth-Ann Murphy, Parker’s Cove 
   gerry osmond, department of tourism, culture, industry and 
    Innovation Representative (ex-officio)
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Highlights

Heritage NL’s ICH Work 
Receives International 

Recognition

Several New
Designations of Heritage

Structures

A Better Way to
Engage the Public on

New Development

Heritage NL Supports
Seniors Engagement

Heritage nL received an international award “the Jeonju 
award for Promoting intangible cultural Heritage 
(south korea)” in the area of “training and Promoting 
icH.”

Heritage nL designated a number of notable properties 
this year including the Harbour grace courthouse as a 
Landmark structure (the province’s oldest court house); 
anchorage (trinity’s oldest residence); and Lane House, 
salvage (one of the province’s oldest community muse-
ums). 

Heritage nL, together with Happy city st. John’s, 
launched a 3-part public engagement process to allow 
public input into a proposed condominium development 
within the st. John’s national ecclesiastical Historic 
district. the goal was to demonstrate that good public 
engagement is good for everyone: the public; the city; 
and the developer. 

Through its ICH Office, Heritage NL continues to sup-
port a variety of initiatives that engage and validate 
seniors through the sharing of their stories and knowl-
edge. a collaboration with the town of north river and 
ascension collegiate in Bay roberts is seeing seniors 
share their stories with students while the students 
teach the seniors how to use their phones and tablets. 
and a partnership with the st. John’s farmers’ Market, 
Marjorie Mews Library, and the st. John’s storytelling 
festival, sees monthly seniors Memory Mug ups in 
which seniors share their stories with the public over a 
cup of tea.

To address the declining skill 
base in the restoration of 

historic wood windows, Heritage 
NL hosted a 4-day “Restoration 

of Historic Windows Training” 
session attended by 12 

individuals from as far away as 
Hopedale, Labrador. Window 

restoration expert Walter Furlan 
from Hamilton, Ontario shared 

his knowledge.
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What We Do
I. Designation and Funding Programs
Heritage nL operates the following programs in support of heritage conservation: 

1. Registered heritage structure/Registered heritage landmarks Designation 
program – Heritage NL has designated approximately 330 heritage structures 
in every part of the province of which 35 are classified as “Heritage Landmarks.”  
(see Heritage nL’s searchable database for a listing of designated historic places:  
http://heritagenl.ca/discover/heritage-property-search/)

2. Registered heritage Districts – This program recognizes significant clusters 
or groupings of heritage buildings or cultural heritage resources that tell 
some of the most important stories of our province.  There are six Registered 
Heritage districts:  Bay roberts cable avenue (telegraph history); Water street 
Harbour grace (mercantile history); Heart’s content (cable history); Port union 
(Fishermen’s Protective Union); Tilting (fishing outport); Downtown Woody Point 
(west coast mercantile centre).

3. Registered heritage structure Restoration grants program – Heritage nL 
provides $150,000 in grants on an annual basis to owners of registered Heritage 
structures for activities related to heritage conservation.  since its inception 
Heritage nL has provided nearly $2.5 million in grants which is estimated to have 
leveraged at least $10.5 million in funding from other sources (mostly private) for 
heritage restoration work on close to 200 structures.

4. Registered heritage structures building Assessment program – a grant 
that supports the assessment of a heritage structure by a professional prior to 
the commencement of restoration work to ensure that conservation work is 
appropriate and follows acceptable standards.

5. Registered heritage structure Maintenance grant program – all owners of 
Registered Heritage Structures are eligible for up to $5,000 over a five-year 
period to ensure maintenance on heritage structures.

Cluett House Registered 
Heritage Structure, 
Belleoram, underwent a 
significant maintenance 
project in 2019 with 
support from Heritage NL.  
Damaged wall structure 
was repaired and shingle 
cladding was refreshed to 
ensure this historic house 
museum can welcome 
visitors for years to come.
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Custard Head Fishing 
Premises, Hant’s Harbour,  

received support this 
year for both a building 

assessment and 
maintenance. Its caretaker, 

the Willow Tree Heritage 
Society, was recognized 

on Heritage Day for their 
long-term stewardship of 

the property.

$2.5 MiLLion in restoration funding
disBursed

$10.5+ MiLLion in PriVate funding
LeVeraged (estiMated)

296 registered Heritage structure
designations

36 LandMark designations

registered Heritage districts

To date:

6
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II. Commemorations
1. plaquing program – all registered Heritage structures and registered Heritage 

Districts are provided with plaques that describe their historical significance. In 
2019, Heritage nL began distributing plaques based on its new plaque design 
which includes more historic information on each property.

2. provincial historic Commemorations program – in 2016-17, Heritage nL 
assumed responsibility for the Provincial Historic commemorations Program 
(PHCP) which recognizes the following that are of provincial significance: people 
from the past; historic events; historic places; aspects of traditional culture; 
living tradition bearers. nominations under the program are reviewed by a PHcP 
subcommittee of Heritage NL. In 2019-20 Heritage NL recognized two new 
subjects under the program: Anna Templeton (Person of Historical Significance) 
and; Red Indian Lake (Place of Historical Significance). To date 35 subjects have 
been recognized under the program (see: http://commemorations.ca/category/
uncategorized/).

3. provincial Registry of historic places (pRhp) – the Provincial registry of 
Historic Places, maintained by Heritage nL, lists all provincially and municipally 
designated structures and historic districts in newfoundland and Labrador and 
serves as a public portal for those wishing to learn about historic places in the 
province. The registry includes approximately 965 listings which comprise more 
than 700 distinct places that have been designated by Heritage nL and municipal 
governments across the province (see: http://heritagenL.ca/discover/heritage-
property-search).

 

III. Education and Outreach
Heritage nL undertakes a number of initiatives to raise awareness amongst the 
general public about the value of our built and intangible cultural heritage and 
amongst the heritage community about best practices in heritage conservation.  
outreach initiatives include:

• “How to” publications to inform the public on the correct procedures dealing with 
the restoration of heritage buildings 

• Heritage updates – an online newsletter published four times a year that 
highlights the work of Heritage nL to a general audience

• Heritage Poster contest, targeted to the province’s k-12 school system in which 
participants create a poster highlighting an historic place in their community.  
this year’s competition saw 1,400 entries from 74 schools across newfoundland 
and Labrador, representing a 25% increase in the number of participating 
schools over the previous year.

• the provision of technical information on best practices in heritage conservation 
to those engaged in conservation work
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In 2019-20 Red Indian 
Lake was recognized 
as a Place of Historical 
Significance under 
the Provincial Historic 
Commemorations 
Program. Satellite image 
from Bing Maps.

The Overall and 
Elementary Winner of 
the 2019-20 Heritage 
Day Poster Contest was 
Olivia Cranford, Grade 6, 
Woodland Elementary, 
Dildo, for her poster 
“Fowler House Registered 
Heritage Structure, 
Brigus.” Awards were 
presented by TCII  Minister, 
the Hon. Bernard Davis, 
and Heritage NL chair, 
Dave Lough, at a ceremony 
at The Lea Registered 
Heritage Structure.

Anna Templeton was 
recognized as a Person 
of Historical Significance 
under the Provincial 
Historic Commemorations 
Program. Dr. Templeton’s 
family attended Heritage 
NL’s commemorations 
ceremony at The Rooms.
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IV. Heritage Resource Identification
a community’s cultural heritage resources (historic places, stories, cultural traditions 
and traditional knowledge) are some of the most valuable resources that it possesses 
in terms of: supporting local identity and culture; distinctive branding; and creating 
new economic opportunities.  an important focus of Heritage nL is working with 
communities and organizations to identify and map their heritage resources.  It does 
this through:

1. people, places & Culture workshops – Heritage nL works with interested 
communities to map their cultural heritage assets, to identify clusters or themes 
that make their community distinctive and point the way to development 
opportunities, and to consider ways to protect their heritage resources. the 
program has helped a number of communities to focus their efforts and has 
served as the basis for community development plans. in 2019-20, Heritage nL 
undertook workshops in two communities/regions.

2. iCh enterprise Case studies – Heritage nL actively promotes the use of heritage 
resources as a tool for enterprise and community economic development. 
In support of this the ICH Office completed the first three of an ongoing 
series of PDF-format case studies examining the links between intangible 
cultural heritage/traditional knowledge and enterprise/community economic 
development in Newfoundland and Labrador: Exploring Folklore Through Craft; 
knitting together Business and Heritage; and the Livyers’ Lot Économusée (Burin 
Peninsula).

3. support for Municipal heritage Designations – Heritage nL provides guidance 
to municipalities in designating historic places of municipal significance, including 
developing Statements of Significance that it includes on the Provincial Registry 
of Historic Places.

Students and seniors 
sharing stories and 
learning technology at
Ascension Collegiate, Bay 
Roberts.
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V. Safeguarding Newfoundland 
and Labrador’s Intangible Cultural 
Heritage 
the icH Program seeks to safeguard, strengthen and celebrate newfoundland and 
Labrador’s distinctive intangible cultural heritage which is vital to sustaining the 
province’s innate creativity and sense of identity.  icH comprises such things as 
traditional knowledge, beliefs, skills, and cultural practices. Heritage nL supports 
initiatives that celebrate, record, disseminate and promote the province’s living 
heritage and helps to build bridges between diverse cultural groups within and 
outside Newfoundland and Labrador. Heritage NL’s ICH Office regularly offers 
community training workshops, and works to identify, inventory, and safeguard 
traditions and bodies of knowledge that are under threat. the work of Heritage nL 
in the area of ICH is recognized nationally and internationally for its grass roots 
approach to supporting communities in the safeguarding of their cultural traditions 
and knowledge. 

1. bringing seniors and Youth together – town of north river seniors / ascension 
collegiate project. this project is bringing together seniors from the town of 
north river and and students from ascension collegiate, Bay roberts, to share 
stories and tech skills. seniors met at the highschool, where students taught them 
how to use their phones and tablets, while students learned about the history of 
north river/Halls town and about traditional recipes.

2. seniors Memory Mug up – informal public, monthly story-sharing session for 
seniors are held at the st. John’s farmers’ Market and Marjorie Mews Library in 
partnership with the st. John’s storytelling festival with funding provided by the 
New Horizons for Seniors federal funding program.

3. Come home Café – Heritage nL, in partnership with the rooms, is running the 
come Home café series, which celebrates rural community life, culture, and 
history and is a mini-reunion and a way to share a taste of the unique culture of 
our local places with those who grew up elsewhere. The first event partnered 
with the Tilting Expatriates Association, and focused on the Registered Heritage 
district of tilting, fogo island.

Come Home Cafe at The 
Rooms, in partnership 
with the Tilting Expatriates 
Association. Photo by Alick 
Tsui.
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Partnerships

Partnerships have been key in helping Heritage nL to 
realize its mandate.  These include government and 
community agencies, the private sector and educational 
institutions.  a few key partnerships include:

Heritage nL is an active partner in a 3-year initiative 
headed by the university of Waterloo’s school of 
architecture and funded by the social sciences 
and Humanities Research Council to explore how 
innovative design can support quality of life, community 
development, and heritage adaptive reuse in two rural 
areas of the province:  Bell island and fogo island.

Heritage nL has been working with cna’s geomatics 
program to provide meaningful learning opportunities 
for students while supporting clients of Heritage nL 
to undertake the digital documentation of historic 
buildings and to produce searchable databases of 
cultural heritage resources. 

Heritage nL has signed a Memorandum of 
understanding with Parks canada (eastern region 
newfoundland & Labrador) to collaborate on initiatives 
that will support heritage conservation in the province.

Heritage nL worked with the town of Bay roberts 
on the development to complete a Virtual Museums 
of canada project, “carved by the sea” this project 
explores the history of Bay Roberts as a 20th century 
commercial town. With input from community members, 
the exhibit highlights historically significant sites, 
while showcasing lesserknown stories from local 
neighbourhoods.

a partnership with Happy city saw a 3-stage public 
engagement consultation on a significant new 
developed proposed for the national ecclesiastical 
Historic district, st. John’s.

Heritage NL piloted the first in the Come Home Café 
series, in partnership with the rooms. as well, the 
2019 event to announce this year’s inductees into the 
Provincial Historical commemorations Program was 
held as part of the rooms “engaging evenings” series.

University of Waterloo

College of the North 
Atlantic

Parks Canada

Virtual Museums of Canada 
(Canadian Museum of 

History)

Happy City St. John’s

The Rooms

Next page: Sunny Cottage Registered Heritage Structure, Harbour Breton, received a Restoration Grant this year in support of a 
major restoration project. The compromised historic concrete foundation and stair was repoured in exacting detail.
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RepoRt on
Performance
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Objective

Indicator

Result

1 Adaptation of Historic Places
demographic, economic, social and cultural changes are having a big impact on the 
province’s built heritage.  rural depopulation, a decline in church attendance and economic 
changes are creating challenges for building owners to maintain their historic structures. in 
many instances, historic buildings have become redundant and left vacant.  in st. John’s, new 
development is placing pressure on heritage buildings.  key to preserving heritage structures 
is finding ways to adapt them to better meet the needs of occupants or to find appropriate 
new uses while protecting heritage character. 

By March 31, 2020 Heritage nL will have promoted best practices in the adaptation of 
heritage buildings to ensure their protection.

By March 2020, Heritage nL will have worked with one or more operators of community 
owned heritage properties to develop a business plan that explores the feasibility of different 
options for sustainable adaptive reuse.

With the assistance of an architecture student from the university of toronto under a Young 
canada Works grant and a tourism student intern from the college of the north atlantic, 
Heritage nL developed an “adaptive reuse feasibility study” for the historic Hant’s Harbour 
Post Office. The study was intended to assist the Willow Tree Heritage Society to develop 
a viable business case for an 1920s structure that it was in the process of acquiring. three 
different architectural concepts were developed, each accompanied by a simple income 
statement. Based on the recommendations put forward, the society is considering adapting 
the building for use as a rental cottage on a social enterprise basis, thereby generating 
additional income for their work. on the basis of this work Heritage nL plans to offer this 
service to other not-for-profit groups that are managing Registered Heritage Structures. 
online toolkit (see:  http://heritagenl.ca/restoration/adapting-heritage-toolkit/).

2. Identification, Protection, and Development of 
Heritage Resources 

a community’s heritage resources, be they in the form of historic places and structures, tra-
ditional knowledge, cultural practices, or stories, are key to building local identity and pride.  
they are also some of the most important assets that a community has in terms of branding, 
and tourism and economic development.  knowing what a community has, developing strat-
egies for protecting and safeguarding, heritage assets and creating long-term development 
plans are key.   

By March 31, 2020 Heritage NL will have promoted the identification, protection and devel-
opment of heritage resources (tangible and intangible) as a community development tool, in 
particular as it relates to enhancing the tourism product offerings in the province. 

By March 2020 Heritage nL will have created a template for the development of regional 
guides to registered Heritage structures as a means to create greater awareness about the 
province’s built heritage and to enhance visitation. the template will have been piloted in at 
least one region of the province.

the original plan to develop and pilot a regional tour for the Baccalieu trail has not proceed-
ed due to circumstances within that region. Heritage nL did proceed to develop an architec-

Objective

Indicator

Result
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tural tour of Downtown St. John’s at the request of Maxxim Vacations which is looking to fill a 
niche in the touring market. concepts were developed for 3 tours on the architectural evo-
lution of st. John’s: tour i - fish & fire: 1840 to 1940; tour ii – the ecclesiastical district; tour 
III – Seat of Power: Merchants, Governors & Commissariats. The next stage for this project will 
be to work with private individuals/companies on the delivery of these tours.

3. Supporting Social Inclusion and Tourism 
Development through Intangible Cultural Heritage

In our modern, fast-paced society the experience and knowledge of seniors is generally not 
valued as it once was and many seniors find themselves increasingly isolated.  In the past, 
traditional knowledge and local history was passed on naturally from generation to genera-
tion.  today that happens less frequently as younger generations leave rural communities or 
lead busy lives.  the collecting of oral histories and local knowledge can be a valuable tool for 
validating the knowledge and experience of seniors and for supporting greater social inclu-
sion, particularly when efforts are made to connect seniors with youth to allow them to share 
their knowledge.

cultural traditions and knowledge can also form the basis of new enterprise, often in the area 
of tourism and craft industries. creating greater awareness of icH can serve as an inspiration 
for new business development.

By March 31, 2020 Heritage NL, through its ICH Office, will have undertaken activities to 
promote icH as a tool for social inclusion (seniors and youth) and for tourism development in 
support of the Province’s goal of enhancing tourism spending.

By March 2020 Heritage NL, will have developed six case studies to promote the links be-
tween living heritage, entrepreneurism, and economic/tourism development in newfound-
land and Labrador. these case studies will be shared on social media, the web, and delivered 
as a set of print copies to business development agencies across the province.

Objective

Indicator

Two interns assisted with 
the preparation of an 

adaptive reuse study of the 
former post office in Hant’s 

Harbour. A community 
group is now in the process 

of taking ownership of the 
building.
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Result

Cover of the first Living Heritage 
Economy Case Study, featuring 
textile artist Janet Peter.

A series of six case studies in different formats (web/print/audio) were developed which 
examine the links between intangible cultural heritage/traditional knowledge and enterprise/
community economic development in newfoundland and Labrador. Pdf-format case studies 
were developed which include: Exploring Folklore Through Craft with Janet Peter; Knitting 
together Business and Heritage with christine Legrow; and, tradition is why we’re at it the 
Livyers’ Lot Économusée with Elizabeth Ann Murphy. In addition to this, a series of three au-
dio case studies were recorded, broadcast in partnership with cHMr radio at Memorial uni-
versity, and distributed online. these include: Weaving with Jessica Mcdonald; Blacksmithing 
as social enterprise with the green family forge and the trinity Historical society; and, the 
tidal Wave tsunami Walking tour project with carl slaney of Laurentian Legacy tours, st. 
Lawrence. These six case studies were distributed through social media and are archived 
online. Print copies of the case studies are available through the ICH Office.

Devon Hookey  demonstrating blacksmithing 
techniques at the Green Family Forge as part of the 
ICH Case Study research.
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Opportunities and Challenges
Opportunities
enhancing the use and preservation of heritage Resources as a Community 
economic Development tool – Places like Bonavista, trinity, Port union, Woody 
Point, and Battle Harbour have put themselves on the map through the conservation 
and development of their heritage assets. during this past year, Heritage nL worked 
closely with the town of Heart’s content to put in place a heritage bylaw which will 
allow it to pilot an initiative that will fund the restoration of municipally-designated 
heritage structures and discussions are underway to put in place a community 
development corporation. Much of this is fueled by a potential nomination of the 
community as a World Heritage site.

there is a lot of potential for other communities in newfoundland and Labrador to 
use their heritage – historic places and their local traditions, knowledge, and cultural 
practices -- as a means to create jobs and business. this is particularly true in light of 
the economic impacts of the coVid-19 Pandemic and the need for communities to 
develop new economic opportunities. the People, Places & culture heritage mapping 
workshop is a means to help communities on that path.

Challenges
lack of professional heritage Conservation expertise – a critical aspect of ensuring 
the conservation of newfoundland and Labrador’s historic places is the availability 
of specialized conservation expertise. With a relatively small market for heritage 
conservation work, this is a particular challenge in this province.  in many cases it has 
been necessary to rely on expertise from outside the province. Heritage NL is seeking 
to address this with professional training and skills development in partnership 
with agencies like Parks canada and educational institutions and professional 
associations.

Resourcing heritage Restoration work around the province – through program 
changes and awareness, the demand for Heritage NL financial support for 
conservation is outstripping its resources.  In 2019-20 requests for support exceeded 
available funding by nearly four to one.

Next page: Summerlea 
Registered Heritage 
Structure, St. John’s, was 
designated this year and 
is currently being restored 
with support from Heritage 
NL. Its original, double-
hung windows have each 
been restored. 
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financial 
StatementS
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1 springdale st.

P.O. Box 5171
st. John’s  nL
a1c 5V5

(709) 739-1892
(709) 739-5413

heritagenl.ca

@hfnlca


